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Part A - Basic Information

Part B – Business Proposal

Section I: Basic Information of Business

Name of Business
Cultura

Type of products/services
Web app/ app, tourism-related and cultural-related

Executive Summary (Not more than 500 words)
Hong Kong as an international business hub is constantly developing rapidly, with the burgeoning
economy overshadowing its flourishing culture. Many citizens focus on one's materialistic life,
neglecting the non-materialistic aspect of our society, namely HK's unique culture. Through our
app, we hope to provide a platform that incentivizes people to explore and better appreciate our
one-of-a-kind culture.
The pandemic has been an arduous time for different stakeholders in Hong Kong. With the
diminishing desire in consumption, as well as social distancing policies causing a vast decrease in
people flow rate, many businesses struggle to stay afloat. Even though travel ban restricts
outbound tourism in HK, it also creates an opportunity for Hong Kong citizens to travel around
Hong Kong as opposed to going abroad.
Crisis creates opportunities. Switching perspectives would always create unimaginable insights.
With “Cultura”, we aspire to create a cultural app that encourages cultural learning and
incentivizes consumption in small to medium cultural related businesses. In general, with our app,
users can easily find cultural relics near them, and at the same time, learn detailed information
about them. From historical monuments to local small-scale culture stores, our app provides
precise details users would like to know. Furthermore, an interactive game with missions and
monetary reward is programmed to arouse people’s interest in further exploring Hong Kong.
“Cultura” is the translation of culture in Latin, Spanish, Italian etc. While our app's initial launch
only covers Hong Kong, in the long run, we hope to expand our app to an international scale,
living up to our name that is the testiment to our ambitious goals of preserving cultures globally.

Section II: Social Impact

Social needs (e.g. social problem and its seriousness) (About 300 words)
The rise of this pandemic has undoubtedly brought social unrest in its train. Not only does it hinder
inbound tourism of Hong Kong, but also the economic development. According to the Hong Kong
Tourism Board, our city is experiencing a plunge in visitors arrival of 98.6% in March 2020. Despite
the lowered rent during the pandemic, newly opened shops still find it hard to sustain its operation
since people in general have less desire for consumption, thereby upsetting the economy. To make
matters worse, having tourism and retailing industry as the pillars of Hong Kong’s economy, the
business sector can hardly stay afloat, hence the decline of local businesses and trends of economic
recession.
To add on, despite the importance of culture as a key to success, the government has yet to unleash
the potential of Hong Kong's cultural development. It is not uncommon to see people perceiving
local culture as "culture equals cultural heritages". Stigmatizing local culture as old-fashioned
hinders the development of it.
Owing to globalization, Hong Kong is inundated with foreign culture; both traditional and up-andcoming local culture have been dethroned. Culture is an avenue for socialization and a driving force
for social cohesion; culture is the material for native education and communal history; culture is the
root and collective memories of Hongkongers. Hongkongers, especially the younger generations,
have scant knowledge about local culture which its importance has been diminishing and is
gradually weeded out. Thus, future generations will have a lower sense of identity and belongings as
they share less common values and norms due to the paucity of local culture.
Sustaining businesses in Hong Kong is a daunting task in the face of high rental cost. A lot of these
local culture related businesses do not receive much attention, with much people overseeing their
culture significance to Hong Kong. Consequently, it leads to the obstruction of cultural development
and the dissemination of norms.

Section II: Social Impact

How can your business address the above social needs and generate positive social impacts (e.g.
alleviate/solve the problems?) (About 300 words)
Firstly, our app focuses on small and medium enterprises related to Hong Kong's culture. This
app can provide a platform for promoting these stores. Lessening the pressure of local culture
enterprises enables them to sustain their business through this hardship, as well as offering them
an opportunity to arouse the general public's awareness towards their business. The launch of this
app at a post-pandemic period can give added-effect upon economic revival to draw more
attention to local cultural businesses. Consumption can be stimulated by offering coupons and
discounts in the app, altering people’s consumption preference to a more local-based pool.
Some special features of this application is its game and story-telling function. App-users can
complete weekly missions by visiting cultural sites or finishing puzzles and short quizzes. These
missions complement the search engine in imparting knowledge through play. Users can receive
digital stamps or decorative accessories to dress up their avatar, which act as a motive for appusers of different ages to learn about local culture. In order to increase locals’ understanding and
kindle their interest towards Hong Kong’s norms and history, our app through GPS will sync up
with the user's location and display notifications and related stories of nearby culture.
Hongkongers can relate themselves to the stories that are intriguing, thus encouraging them to
discover more about the culture.
Lastly, a one-stop search bar is provided at the home page, which allows app-users to read
information of the shops and learn more about the culture by filtering or searching functions.
Information like conservation methods and the production process of local cultures like flower
plagues, historical buildings are readily accessible. Not only can the app disseminate information
about local cultures, but it also enables app-users to learn about different varieties of local
cultures. People’s ingrained perception on local culture can be changed by providing information
of more recent cultures. This can kindle people’s interest in local cultures to prevent them from
being displaced by foreign culture. What’s more, the search engine is able to stimulate local
tourism by introducing cultural-related tourist attractions to locals. In short, the rise of new
travelling habits and patterns under this pandemic is conducive to developing local tourism and
reviving the economy of Hong Kong.

*the app interface sample is attached in the appendix for reference

Section III: Details of Business
Introduction of Product / Service (About 300 words)
This is a cultural app that induces cultural learning and preservation in promoting cultural
businesses through interactive gaming. In short, the app has a home page, an almanac page and
suggestion page.
Map page:
Our main page features a display map of HK. It will highlight any location related to HK
culture in various colours according to their respective category while other areas of the
map will be shaded in gray. The various colours of the location indicate different aspects
of HK culture, which would be of cultural attire, traditional handicraft, cultural workshop,
food, and historical sites with a key on the side of the display map for better identification.
Users can zoom into the map as small as the overview of an entire district for more
detailed navigation.
When location is enabled on the user’s device, the app will be able to track the user's
current location to send suggestions of nearby cultural places and their corresponding fun
facts like folktales that one may explore if one stays at the location for over 15 minutes
through notification. Other than algorithmic suggestions, users can also explore or locate
their desired destinations through using the search bar with the help of tags or by typing
specific names. Manual search results will be shown through the lit up infrastructures on
the display map.
To learn more about the cultural significance of different locations, users can click on a
particular coloured infrastructure. First, they will see a brief introduction and promotions
of the shop/ site. When interested, they may swipe up to learn about the highlights of the
shops and site. If they wish to learn more about the significance of the shop/ site to HK’s
culture, or learn about their operation and history, they may further read on to deepen their
knowledge on HK’s culture. If the site features a folk tale or a legend, users can also learn
about it through the swipe up function. On a side note, there will be a rating system for
each location in which users who have visited could share their general experience with
other users while helping store owners or location managers learn their service quality.
Mission page:
In terms of games, there will be a personalized avatar to represent the user and weekly
missions for users to complete. These missions mainly invite users to explore different
cultural sites in HK which acts as incentives for users to discover more of HK’s culture.
Once users arrive at the locations, their GPS will sync with the app’s mission location.
When synced, the mission is then complete and the user may receive a digital stamp or
digital representative accessories to dress up their avatar or decorate background. Another
type of mission would be to read the history and cultural significance of a selected shop to
complete a puzzle or short quiz. Similarly, upon completion, users may receive a random
digital stamp or digital decorative representative accessories to dress up their avatar.

*the app interface sample is attached in the appendix for reference

Section III: Details of Business
Introduction of Product / Service (About 300 words) [CONT.]
Catalogue Page:
It will display all the accessories the users have collected from completing missions and
can dress up their avatar on this page. In addition, it acts as a digital stamp card to track
the number of stamps the user has also collected from completing missions. Once users
have collected a certain amount of stamps, they can be exchanged for coupons or
transportation benefits as incentives to further explore cultural shops/ sites of HK.
Suggestion Page:
Users can leave reviews on the app to tell us about troubleshooting and bugs which we
can immediately fix. On the other hand, users can suggest cultural locations they would
like to add to the highlighted map which can also help us to further enrich our database.
Basic Plan
Premium Plan
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------1. One weekly mission
1. Unlimited weekly missions
2. Include advertisement display 2. No advertisement display
3. No trip planner included
3. Trip planner included
** Trip Planner: Users can select the district they would like spend their day in
and choose related tags like "family friendly", "educational"
to refine their search. Then the app will generate 3 routes with
meal stops for the users to select their most desired options.
If they would like to spend more than a day in the district, the
app would also provide hotel options for user's staycation.

Characteristics of Product / Service (About 300 words)
Users’ perspective
This app serves both educational and entertainment purposes.
For those who seek a comprehensive platform for learning various aspects of HK’s culture, our
database and search engine makes it convenient for learning. For example, if the users want to
learn in general, the interactive map that models the layout of HK allows users to click onto each
culture-related infrastructure to learn their history, operation and significance etc. On the other
hand, if they are interested in a particular category of HK’s culture eg. food, they may utilize the
search engine and choose the respective tag, food. The map will highlight the search results to
allow a more efficient learning process for those who desire to familiarize themselves with a
specific aspect.

Section III: Details of Business
Characteristics of Product / Service (About 300 words) [CONT.]
The game programmed also targets the audience who had lesser initial interest in HK’s culture to
better introduce HK's unique culture through a series of interactive games and challenges. For
instance, weekly missions may act as randomized weekend plans for users to explore more of HK
while learning its history and significance. Furthermore, the rewards of digital decorative
accessories would appeal to players who enjoy keeping a collection where they can also dress up
their avatar, updating their appearance according to their liking. And to those who prefer
pragmatic incentives, the reward of digital stamps which could be exchanged for coupons and
discounts acts as a monetary reward to continue attracting users to explore more of HK through
our app.
Cooperating shops’/ sites’ perspectives
This mainly benefits small-scale businesses who can gain further exposure through being
displayed on our interface, allowing their shop/ site information to be better conveyed to users.
Since the randomize weekly challenges, which introduces users new shops/ sites to visit, will be
programmed to make sure all shops/ sites get equal exposure and introduction to users, the
cooperation of shops/ sites can increase their chance of being discovered. In addition, they have an
optional choice of releasing discount coupons through participating in the loyalty program from
the digital stamp system, helping stores/ sites gain a higher customer return rate and build a
customer base.

Business Goals (About 300 words)
Internal goals:
We aim to be able to cover all 18 districts in HK in our initial launch to allow users to fully
experience the uniqueness of HK’s culture even in different parts of HK. Since the coverage of
location is relatively extensive, the initial coverage of each cultural categories would be limited for
practicality to at least 10 partnering shops per district. And 1 category with 10 partnering shops per
district will be released for the initial launch. Yet, upon every 6 months of our launch, we aim to
increase our number of partnering shops in each category by at least 5 shops and also increase one
cultural category. These timely updates can ensure that users would be able to have new
experiences and discoveries of various aspects of HK’s culture for a prolonged period of time,
gradually allowing users to learn more about HK while us being able to maintain a customer base.

Section III: Details of Business
Business Goals (About 300 words) [CONT.]
In addition, the following are chart achievements we aim to perform. Firstly, we aim to have
25,000 downloads in the first 6 months of establishment, proving success in promoting HK
culture to users all around. Secondly, we aim to reach Top 5 in the Lifestyle/ Travel category in
Apple Store and Google Play to prove the utility of our app in inducing learning with business
partnership and interactive gaming. Thirdly, we aim to have 150,000 downloads upon the 3-year
milestone with a sustainable money flow. This ensures that our business can sustain future projects
to continue promoting and conserving culture through online medium.
Moreover, we aim to extend our map coverage to Macau upon the 2-year milestone and extend the
map coverage by developing to nearby Asian countries after the 3-year mark. The gradual
expansion in location coverage not only allows current users to learn more about different aspects
of foreign cultures while acting as a map guide to foreign travel, it helps retain our current users’
interest through new updates while attracting foreign users to learn their culture’s uniqueness
through the app.
External goals:
In terms of partnerships, we aim to be able to gain the trust of Open Rice and the Tourism Board
to better our service quality to users. By cooperating with Open Rice, we can have a larger
database of the food culture in HK, providing a wider array of options for users to explore through
Open Rice’s function like ranking system in terms of number of bookmarks and visits. On the
other hand, since the Tourism Board is under governmental supervision, it has greater resources
and credibility in better scouting cultural shops/ sites to invite their partnership and provide a
platform of exposure to better conserve precious cultural resources the shops/ sites promote. Not to
mention, the Tourism Board has resourceful travel guides and materials on their websites that with
the addition of our products can conduct a better cultural learning guide and travel experience to
locals and foreigners alike. Moreover, we aim to partner with different educational institutions like
primary schools and youth organizations like HKFYG to assist younger generation's learning of
HK culture through suggesting them different cultural locations for site visits and detailed
information regarding them. Through this cooperation with educational institutes, we can better
promote and raise awareness of HK culture in future generations.

Section IV: Sales & Marketing Strategy
Market Positioning (About 200 words)
In short, the app will be tourism-related and culture-related, containing both informative and
entertaining content. While the app mainly focuses on educational purposes, at the same time its
inbuilt games acts as a minor incentive. We aim to provide a unique, comprehensive platform for
passionate learners to access more diverse and reliable information about local culture, connecting
small business owners and providing them a channel to promote their cultural businesses. Instead
of a traditional informative setting and one-way communication, our app allows interactions by
launching challenges and mini-games to engage users and encourage them to genuinely contribute
to the cultural industry in real life, differentiating the app from other competitors.
In terms of company image in the long term, we hope that users perceive our brand as
approachable, a friendly companion in their journey of cultural discovery. By approachable, it
means for the app to be interactive with real-life maps and user experience. Users through using
app features would be able to take online information we provided to directly apply and interact
with real world, creating a friendlier user experience through with the app itself instead of other
users. Through persistent app usage, our app develops positive-impacting relations with users.
Cultura. As a start-up to the market, we rely heavily on valuable customer feedbacks and reviews
to improve, thus solidifying communication between app users and our company would be key
Although the app is technology-based, we keep the operation simple, timely, and handy to
guarantee the best user experience, intensely focusing on the needs of customers and responding
correspondingly so as to build a close relationship with our customer base. Consumers' confidence
and recognition is always regarded as our top priority.
Adding on, our company is positioned to be partly profitable, prioritizing corporate social
responsibility to address the aforementioned social needs over earning a profit.

Section IV: Sales & Marketing Strategy
Target Customers (About 200 words)
Subjected to the Covid-19 situation, in the developing stage of the app, we would target
Hongkongers in the first place, mainly youngsters and young adults, which refers to the population
aged 15-35. Under the case of an epidemic, traveling activities lessened, creating an opportunity
for the local cultural industry to flourish. Hongkongers could seize the chance to dive into the
history and culture of their hometown, while our app would be a media for information
transmission, offering a convenient, reliable, and entertaining way of culture learning. Our design
will allow them to develop a deeper understanding of the community they belong to, thus
cultivating a sense of belonging to the city. In the post-pandemic future, and when the app is welldeveloped, our targeted group could expand to both locals and inbound tourists. The app will be
able to provide tourists with an introduction to our local culture and channel which summarizes
places they may consider visiting, stimulating cultural preservation.
Moreover, educators would also be a high-potential consumer segment. With increasing
technology involvement in education, each student can visit our app with devices provided by the
school and access relevant materials. Our app can serve educational purposes as learning materials,
backing up culture grounding, History, or General Studies teaching in primary schools. Under the
epidemic situation, school picnics or trips may be cancelled. By using our app, students can travel
virtually to different scenic localities in Hong Kong. Thus, part of the purposes of field trips can
still be attained such as allowing students to savor the authentic experience of "learning outside the
classroom". Likewise, non-governmental organizations like The Boys' and Girls' Clubs
Association of Hong Kong and The Hong Kong Federation of Youth Group, or even parents could
download and utilize the app functions. They may guide children to understand the content, using
them as story-telling materials or let children explore sites and cultures on their own, encouraging
self-sufficient discovery.
Nevertheless, our target customers also include owners of small businesses, by joining the app,
their shops can be added to the map. This creates business chances by introducing hidden
treasurable local shops/sites to more citizens and helps promote cultures that fewer people are
practicing.

Section IV: Sales & Marketing Strategy

SWOT Analysis (About 500 words)
Strength
Our app allows users to find out more about local culture in a fun and easy way. Many may find
culture learning monotonous or boring. By learning through play, people will be more willing to
do so. Related information about sites in Hong Kong will be shown automatically if users turn on
location tracking and do not have to manually search for them. Moreover, information reliability is
guaranteed as our database relies on information provided by the Tourism Board. Lastly, the
cultural quizzes and dressing up of avatar act as an incentive for users to continue using our app
which ensure the app will be widely used in the long run.
Opportunity
To start with, we could collaborate with the Tourism Board in order to get access to more in-depth
information as well as promoting our app to more people. We will also collaborate with google
map in order to get a detailed map for placing information about the exact locations of our
introduced shops. Moreover, we will invite small scale businesses to collaborate with us and invest
in our app to gain popularity through our recommendation.
Weakness
The application aims to act as an incentive for users to explore new culture and places. However,
as the app mainly features the dressing up of avatar with digital decorative accessories and small
cultural quizzes as daily missions, it may only appeal to teenagers. Other stakeholders may prefer
visiting Google, Wikipedia, the tourism board, etc to learn more about Hong Kong culture.
Moreover, at the initial stage, shops may not be willing to collaborate with us as there is
insufficient data and evidence to demonstrate our reality. Increase of revenue for the shops is not
guaranteed. Without secured popularity or fame of the application, the team can only rely on their
networking and connections.
Threat
Companies with more resources may create and develop similar applications if our app gains fame
and popularity. Applying a patent for the app can be considered to minimizes competition. In
addition, the application should be updated regularly to keep users interested in using the
application. For example, new digital decorations for dressing up the avatar should be updated at
least once a month and cultural quizzes should be renewed frequently to prevent repetition of the
same questions.

Section IV: Sales & Marketing Strategy
Sales Channels (About 200 words)
The sales channels will mainly be online, Apple users can download the app through Apple
Appstore, while Android users can download the app through Google Play. Most app functions
will also be available on our official website to ensure convenient access. Link to our official
website and QR code for downloading the app will be obtainable on the Tourism Board webpage
to provide a short-cut for tourists who may be looking for related information. Non-governmental
organizations such as The Boys' and Girls' Clubs Association of Hong Kong and The Hong Kong
Federation of Youth Group and schools as our business partners can also purchase our app for
their usage, expanding our sales channel.
Besides, the premium version of the app can be unlocked after the completion of online payments.
It will also be available in convenience stores like 7-11 and circle K conveniently to allow offline
payments. Customers can purchase gift cards for upgrading their account, and enjoy premium
functions like removing advertisements and unlocking more items.

Promotion Method (e.g. Facebook/Instagram/ Listing Fee) (About 200 words)
Online advertising would be our main approach for promotion. The initial promotion work
includes posting an announcement of App launch on Tourism Board official website, this acts as
an official promotion channel and has the highest influence, informing all citizens about the App
launch. By doing so, when citizens or tourists approach the website for information about local
culture, they will notice our app and consider downloading it. Moreover, online advertisements
could help the app gain exposure. By putting advertisements on social media platforms like
Youtube, Instagram and Facebook help to reach a large potential audience effectively and will be a
cost-effective way of promotion. For instance, we can Invite KOL or Youtubers introducing our
product on their channels to approach the curious youth population and give a brief overview for
potential app users to understand more about our app and attract them to download. Moreover, we
would also distribute QR code stickers to shops which joined our app. As our close partners, they
would be the most influential and convincing group to attract customers to download Cultura,
special discounts or souvenirs can also be offered to customers who downloaded the app. Within
the app, by collecting a certain number of virtual stamps, coupons or discount incentives in real
life can be provided to users, these physical benefits will be able to attract users to download our
app and their active usage. These help to build up brand awareness and fame.

Section IV: Sales & Marketing Strategy
Sales Projection (First 3 years) (About 200 words)
Throughout the three years, the app will cover all 18 districts in Hong Kong, with an increasing
number of sites and shops listed. It is predicted that citizens may not be familiar with the newlyintroduced app for the first year, and promotion may not reach a substantial amount of the
population, development of the app's user base takes time. As time passes, effective promotion and
advertising aid the development of the app, while citizens are able to observe reviews and
comments by users, thus predicted App market coverage will be around 50000 downloads in year
1, 100000 in year 2, and 150000 in year 3.
By the end of year 3, the sustainability of the business would come to our concern, financially
speaking, the goal is to guarantee a stable income comprising of advertisements, commissions, and
in-app purchases. On top of this, we hope to build successful word of mouth among users after
accumulating experiences and reach certain influences in society. We would consider cooperating
with Openrice and shopping malls to further expand our database and audience, enhancing brand
awareness. Within the three years, we aim to achieve reaching the Apple Appstore Travel category
and Google Play Travel & Local/ Lifestyle category Top 5.

Section V: Finance (with Cost Breakdown)
$
Hosting server development
Game development
Collaboration with google map
Product launch cost
- Apple App Store (annual fee)
- Google play market (one-time fee)
- Domain name registration (3-year certificate)
Business registration fee (1-year certificate)
Computer hardware/ software
Total startup cost

800
200
625

$
150,000
100,000
50,000

1,625
1,720
8,000
311,345
$
96,000
4,800
5,200

Wages and salaries
Mandatory Provident Fund
Rent (sharing office)
Advertising expenses
- Google
- Instagram
- Influencer marketing cost
- Provision of discounts to customers
Employees' Compensation Insurance
Administrative expense
Financial interest

7,700
1,125
7,600
93,750

110,175
3,000
3,000
1,500
223,675

Expected income (per month)
2% commission

$
81,250

Annual Participation fee
Advertisement revenue (each shop can enjoy a 3-month free trial)
Provision of premium app version ($20 x 400)

67,500
48,600
8,000
205,350

Funding Sources
- Shareholders’ capital

- Government subsidies

- Bank loan

- 8% Debentures

- Private loan

Section V: Finance (with Cost Breakdown)
1st year ($) 2nd year ($) 3rd year ($)
Revenue
2% commission
Annual Participation fee
Advertisement revenue
Provision of premium app version
Total revenue
Expenses
Set-up, installation and consultation fee
Computer hardware/ software
Business registration fees
Product launch cost
Wages and salaries
Mandatory Provident Fund
Rent
Advertising expenses
Employees’ Compensation Insurance
Administrative expense
Financial interest
Total expenses
Net profit/ loss

975,000
67,500
583,200
96,000
1,721,700

1,950,000
135,000
1,167,480
216,000
3,468,480

3,510,000
270,000
2,332,800
432,000
6,544,800

9,000
1,720
1,720
1,720
800
1,625
800
1,152,000 1,440,000 1,870,000
93,500
57,600
72,000
100,800
62,400
78,000
1,322,100 1,586,520 2,379,780
54,000
36,000
45,000
47,520
36,000
39,600
10,000
18,000
14,000
(2,995,445) (3,283,640) (4,567,120)
300,000
8,000

6,000

(1,273,745) 184,940

1,977,680

Section VII: Risks Management (Predicted risks and respective contingency plans)
(i) Product quality risk
1.Quality assurance
Users may feel displeased if the recommended shops are of poor quality, such as unwelcome attitude
of staff, unhygienic environment, etc. Therefore, shops with negative comments for consecutive weeks
will be removed from the game's recommendation. This avoids introducing shops with poor quality to
users.
2. Server overload
The server may overload easily when number of users increases in the long run. Negotiating with the
server management company is needed to prevent overloading of server, which causes great
inconvenience when users need to use the coupns in the application to pay. Number of accesses to the
server will be adjusted with reference to the number of app users to avoid server jam.
(ii) Market Risk
1. The trend may not be long lasting
People might lose interest in the game after a period of time. To keep users motivated, digital
coupons/discounts/stamp will be provided for daily missions completed.
2. Copyright infringement
People might use information from the app for other uses, such as writing school reports or even
introducing a similar app. Applying for a patent solves the problem. If a patent is applied for the
avatar, the main feature of the application could be kept. This minimises competition from firms with
more resources.
3. Promotion
The app may not be well known in its initial stage. To get teenagers' support, There will be
advertisements through Youtube and IG. Users will get game rewards when they share their gaming
experience through social media. As for getting the older generation to use the app, there will be
promotion through TV, radio shows and talks.
4. Outbreak of an epidemic disease
Users may not be able to explore different cultural sites during a pandemic. When fewer people dine
out, our business cannot survive. Therefore, this application is equipped with some simple games such
as cultural quizzes and puzzles. This helps users to impart knowledge through play during the
pandemic and motivate users in continuing to use the app.
(iii) Management risk
1. Data collection
We might not have sufficient information about the cultural heritage. Users can suggest spots or
elements through the customer service system. We will also allocate a team for fact-checking, which
includes heritage professors, the academia and members from the tourism board.
2. Collaboration with shops
Conflicts might occur, such as disagreement with the money shared between parties. A contract should
be signed to reach a consent to avoid dissension during management.
- end -
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figure 4|menu bar

figure 3| home page
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figure 6|decorating background

figure 5|decorating avatar
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figure 8| mission instruction [ type1 ]

figure 7| mission page
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figure 10| mission [ type1 ]

figure 9| mission [ type1 ]
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figure 12| mission reward

figure 11| mission [ type1 ]
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figure 14|transition page

figure 13| mission [ type2 ]
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figure 18|notification [ type 1 ]
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- highlighting location related
to Hong Kong culture in
various colours according to
their respective category

figure 20|location information [ layer 1]

figure 19| manual search results
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- swipe up from layer 1 to get
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figure 22|location information [ layer 2|cont. ]

figure 21|location information [ layer 2 ]
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figure 26|catalogue overview

figure 25| location information
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figure 27|coupon collection

figure 28|coupon
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figure 30|stamp

figure 29|stamp collection
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figure 32|premium plan description

figure 31|suggestion page

